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1, tiny Boggess < p > when the height of only 1.60 meters "Mugsy Bogues vow to battles in the NBA when, childhood playmates
holding stomach to laugh muscle pumping. However, the most beautiful desire is the most crazy, Boggess not only successful, but
also for the NBA wrote a lot of legends. "Shorty robber" Boggs is the shortest player in NBA history, has created a assists and error
than the minimum in NBA history to record, had in defend Jordan let "trapeze" 24 second violations suffered... 2, Iverson Allen 1.83 m
"answer" Iverson is the shortest in the history of the League Lang Lang, is the league's shortest MVP, is the league's shortest scoring
king. In addition Iverson strong personal influence, making the world's average height of young people lit the hearts of the dream,
basketball is not exclusively in the sport of long. 3, Cousy Bob 1 85 meters long and Cousy is allowed the NBA to become the first
person in an art, is he made the NBA has become a spectator. His flamboyant dribbling and shooting action attracted a large number
of young people worship, a sense he is the NBA's first idol star. While Cousy's fancy is not flashy, he helped the Celtics in the 1950s
and 1960s invincible, founded a dynasty era. 4, Martin Slater , who is only 1.80 meters tall, has a long history of playing for the short
Hall of fame players, but his harvest is always on the League record. Martin 7 selected NBA all star lineup, has 5 championship rings,
and in 1982 to stay in the hall of fame. 5, Carlsbad Weber NBA "potatoes" family ancestors Webb is NBA in the history of the short
slam dunk contest. 1986 all star dunk contest, height only 1.70 meters of the "potato" with his amazing play off ability to earn enough
eyeballs, and defeated the film "human essence" Wilkins, as when the first dunk king. 6, Nate - Robinson < p > height only 1.75
meters Nate Robinson inherited the mantle of Weber, new potatoes trapeze "has become the one of all star dunk contest in the
history of the greatest figures, he is in the history of the NBA the first three degrees awarded the slam dunk King (2006, 2009, 2010)
players. 7, Earl Boykins < p > only 1 meter 65 Boykins is the second most short player in history, and he in the league has "survived"
12 seasons, which in itself is a miracle. 8, "little mouse" Stoudemire 1 78 meters of Damon Stoudamire entered the league's first
season in that field were boom 19 points, 9.3 assists awarded rookie of the year, and became one of the year's all star game MVP,
and raptors team history first with three pairs of players, so full of horror that questioned his closed his mouth. Since 1997 >
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